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Cheeky Chocolate Bats
9 Portions
Tough
120 



These indulgent cheeky chocolate bats are a fun Halloween treat for all the family!
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Ingredients

Preparation




Utensils

Ingredients
For the Bats
125 g
Cake Crumb (4 1/2 oz)

1
Dr. Oetker Fine Dark Cocoa Powder 1 sachet (25g)

40 g
Icing Sugar (1 1/2oz)

50 g
Unsalted butter (2oz) melted

5 ml
Dr. Oetker American Peppermint Extract (1 tsp)

150 g
Dr. Oetker 72% Extra Dark Chocolate


To Decorate
75 g
Dr. Oetker 72% Extra Dark Chocolate (3 oz)

Dr. Oetker White Designer Icing

Dr. Oetker Bright Writing Icing (Red)





Hints
1

1 serving = 72g







Preparation:


Total:










120 min
Prep:

120 min
1


Put the cake crumbs in a mixing bowl. Sift the Cocoa Powder and icing sugar on top. Mix in the melted butter and Peppermint Extract until well combined.





2


Either using a cake pop baller or your hands, form the mixture into 9 x approx. 4cm (1 ¾ inch) diameter balls and put on a plate lined with baking parchment. Cover and chill for 30 minutes until firm.





3


Meanwhile, make the bat wings. Break 150g of the Extra Dark Chocolate into pieces and put into a heatproof bowl. Place over a saucepan of barely simmering water to melt. Remove from the water and leave to cool for 10 minutes.





4


Using a bat shaped cookie cutter or template, trace 9 sets of wings spaced a little apart on sheets of baking parchment – each wing needs to be about 7cm (2 ¾ inch) long, and approx. 4cm (1 ¾ inch) deep. Put the parchment, trace side down, on a large board.





5


Spoon about one third of the melted chocolate into a small piping bag without a nozzle. Snip a little of the bag away at the end and begin piping round each wing shape to give an outline in melted Chocolate. Leave for a few minutes to set before going back and filling in the centres with more melted Chocolate to make them solid. Leave in a cool place to set.





6


Place a small sheet of baking parchment on another board and pipe the outline of 9 pairs of ears. Once set, fill in the centre with melted Chocolate. Leave in a cool place to set.





7


Once the wings have set, pipe on the wing detail and leave aside until ready to assemble.





8


To decorate, break up the remaining Extra Dark Chocolate into pieces and place in a small heatproof bowl. Melt as above then remove from the water and mix with the melted Chocolate leftover from making the wings and ears – you may need to re-melt this.





9


Line a large board with baking parchment. Working on one cake ball at a time, drop it into the Chocolate and gently turn it over using a fork to coat completely. Carefully lift out the ball on the prongs of the fork and gently tap the fork several times on the side of the bowl to remove the excess Chocolate and to give a smooth finish. Put the ball on the lined board.





10


Whilst the Chocolate is still wet, carefully peel off a pair of wings and ears and gently press into the sides and top of the chocolate cake ball – to avoid getting fingerprints on the chocolate, you may prefer to wear thin latex gloves for this.





11


Repeat this process to cover and decorate the remaining cake balls, then put the chocolate bats in a cool place to set. If the temperature is warm, cool them in the fridge for about 15 minutes. Keep any remaining melted Chocolate for the final decoration.





12


Once the bats are set, pipe on the whites of the eyes using Designer Icing and a big smiley mouth using red Writing Icing. Re-melt the leftover Chocolate as necessary, and either pipe or brush on small amounts for eye balls and noses. Leave for a few minutes to set and then the bats are ready to serve and enjoy!








Additional information
Know a little more
Nutritional Information



1 Portion =  70 g
	Per 100g

	Per Portion



Energy

Fat

Saturated Fat 

Carbohydrate

Sugar

Protein

Salt


1985 kj
474kcal

24.50 g


13.76 g


58.86 g


51.59 g


4.11 g


0.03 g







* This is the disclaimer text for nutritional info
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PLEASE RATE THIS RECIPE
How did this recipe go?
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Related Recipes



Biscuit Christmas Tree[image: Logo Image]
Cookie and Biscuit Recipes


60 MinTough
Biscuit Christmas Tree
See recipe details






60 MinTough
Biscuit Christmas Tree
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